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†
Blak holes monopolize nowadays the enter stage of fundamental physis. Yet, they are poorly
understood objets. Notwithstanding, from their generi properties, one an infer important lues
to what a fundamental theory, a theory that inludes gravitation and quantum mehanis, should
give. Here we review the lassial properties of blak holes and their assoiated event horizons,
as well as the quantum and thermodynami properties, suh as the temperature, derived from the
Hawking radiation, and the entropy. Then, using the blak hole properties we disuss a universal
bound on the entropy for any objet, or for any given region of spaetime, and nally we present the
arguments, rst given by 't Hooft, that, assoiating entropy with the number of quantum degrees of
freedom, i.e., the logarithm of quantum states, via statistial physis, leads to the onlusion that
the degrees of freedom of a given region are in the area A of the region, rather than in its volume
V as naïvely ould be thought. Surely, a fundamental theory has to take this in onsideration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Blak holes have been playing a fasinating role in the development of physis. They have entered into the physis
domain through a ombination of the disiplines of general relativity and astrophysis. Indeed, blak holes arise natu-
rally within the theory of general relativity, Einstein's geometri theory of gravitation. Being exat vauum solutions
of the theory, they are thus, unequivoally, geometri objets. From the rst solution in 1916, the Shwarzshild blak
hole, to the rotating Kerr blak hole solution found in 1963, until they were aepted as the ultimate endpoints of
the gravitational ollapse of massive stars, as well as the gravitational ollapse of huge amounts of matter (being it,
lusters of stars, dark matter or any other matter form) in the enter of galaxies, there has been a highly winding
road (see, e.g.,
1,2,3
for the initial developments and referenes therein). The name blak hole was oined in 1968 by
Wheeler
4
(see also
5,6
). Now there is no doubt that solar mass blak holes abound in our Galaxy, and supermassive
ones reign at the enters of galaxies playing their roles as energizers of their own neighborhoods, suh as in quasars
(see
7
for the status of supermassive blak holes in galaxies). New theoretial developments show that blak holes an
form in various ways. They an be eternal being out there sine the very initial universe, they an be pair reated
in a Shwinger type proess, they an form from the ollision of highly energeti partiles as in aelerators, and in
the more usually ase, disussed in the original work that gave rise to the onept, they an form from the ollapse of
matter. These and other developments, whih have put blak holes at the enter of studies in fundamental physis,
were possible after Hawking disovered that they at as thermal quantum reators and radiators of partiles
8
. This
result, albeit in a semilassial regime, unites in one stroke, gravitation (represented by the universal onstant of
gravitation G, and the veloity of light c), quantum mehanis (represented by Plank's onstant ~) and statistial
physis (represented by Boltzmann's onstant kB). Thus, blak holes turn out to be in the forefront of physis, sine
by ating as unifying objets, through them one an test uniations ideas of gravity (and possibly other elds) and
quantum mehanis.
II. CLASSICAL PROPERTIES OF BLACK HOLES
A. The event horizon
General relativity introdues the idea that gravitation is a manifestation of the geometry and urvature of spaetime.
Its equations, Einstein's equations, imply that objets, like test partiles either massive or massless (like light), move
as geodesis in the given underlying urved geometry whih, in turn, is established by a ertain onentration of matter
and energy. Einstein's equations imply in addition that a high onentration of matter and energy urve spaetime
strongly. When the onentration of matter and energy is high enough, suh as in a ollapsing star, spaetime will be
∗
Contribution to the book Advanes in Physi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2so urved that it tears itself, so to speak, and forms a blak hole. And, like a burst of water in a river, that suddenly
opens up a falls, one falling down the falls it is impossible to get bak. Indeed, a blak hole is a region where the
spaetime urvature is so strong that the veloity required to esape from it is greater than the speed of light. The
surfae of the blak hole is the limit of the region from where light annot esape. Just outside this surfae light and
partiles may esape and be deteted at innity. Inside the surfae all partiles fall through and never ome out again.
This boundary, dening what an be seen by observers outside the blak hole, the boundary of the region of no return
to the outside, is alled the event horizon. Thus, in the ase the blak hole forms from a ollapsing star, say, the event
horizon is not to be identied with the surfae of the star that formed the blak hole. The matter that formed the
blak hole goes through its own horizon, and one inside the horizon, it will ontinue to ollapse right down the falls
it reated, until a singularity forms, where the urvature of spaetime blows up, i.e., tidal fores disrupt spaetime
itself. There is a horizon oating outside, whereas the surfae of the star and indeed the whole of the star are now
at the singularity. In a blak hole, the singularity is hidden behind the horizon, in the hidden region, where nothing
omes out. In brief, a blak hole is not a solid body with a matter surfae, it is a three surfae in spae and time
bounded by a horizon. It is a pure gravitational objet with an event horizon, from inside whih there is no esape,
and with a hidden singularity at its enter. A singularity is an objet nobody knows what it is. To know what lies
inside a blak hole, what is a singularity, it is ertainly one of the most important problems to be solved in physis,
but due to its omplexity one sees it seldom disussed. Here we also do not disuss it. Rather, we are interested in
the horizon and in the blak hole properties, lassial and quantum, exterior to it.
In the simplest ase the horizon is a sphere, and the orresponding solution is alled the Shwarzshild solution. In
this ase the horizon radius Rbh sales with the mass M of the blak hole, Rbh = 2M
(
G
c2
)
, or in natural or Plank
units (G = 1, c = 1, ~ = 1, kB = 1, units whih will be often used), one has
Rbh = 2M , (1)
so that the more massive the blak hole the larger the horizon (see, e.g.,
3
). One an think of the horizon as a sphere
of photons, or null geodesis, that are trying to get out radially, but due to the strong gravitational fore, i.e., high
urvature, stay xed at Rbh = 2M . Photon spheres inside the horizon, in the hidden region, are dragged down to
the singularity even if they are loally outgoing. On the other hand, photon spheres outside the horizon, moving
radially, reah innity, with those that originate in the horizon's viinity having to limb a huge gravitational eld,
or geometrial barrier, take a long time to do so.
B. Blak holes have no hair
In general relativity, time depends on the observer. Observers, partiles, whatever that enters the blak hole will go
straight to the singularity, and will not ome bak, aording to their own rekoning. On the other hand, observers
that stay outside the horizon, see things dierently. They annot know what happens inside a blak hole. Classially,
nothing, no signal nor information, an emerge aross the horizon and esape into the outside to be deteted by an
observer in the external world. However, at least one feature of the spherial blak hole an be measured outside.
One an know from the outside the mass of the blak hole. Thus, if the Shwarzshild blak hole was formed from
the ollapse of matter, the only property of the initial matter that an be known after it has ollapsed is its mass, all
the knowledge on the other properties of the initial matter has disappeared down the horizon. Moreover, additional
matter falling into the blak hole simply adds to the mass of the blak hole, and disappears from sight, taking with
itself its own properties. More generally, within general relativity, there are three parameters that an haraterize
a blak hole. A spherially symmetri vauum blak hole, the Shwarzshild blak hole, is haraterized only by its
mass M , with the horizon radius given by equation (1). A great deal of omplexity is added if in addition to the mass
M the blak hole possesses angular momentum J , with the horizon being now oblate instead of spherial. This is
the important rotating Kerr blak hole solution, an exat solution, that by introduing new dynamis, gave a totally
new are to lassial blak hole theory, whih in turn was essential in the onstrution of the oupling of blak holes
to quantum mehanis. Adding eletri harge Q one has the Kerr-Newman blak hole family, where for J = 0 one
alls the harged nonrotating blak hole a Reissner-Nordström blak hole. So, a generi Kerr-Newman blak hole
is haraterized three parameters only, namely (M,J,Q), this being the only knowledge one obtains out of a blak
hole (see, e.g.,
3
). Suh a blak hole an form from the ollapse of an extremely omplex rotating distribution of
ions, eletrons, radiation, all kinds of other matter, and myriads of other properties haraterizing the matter itself.
But one it has formed, for an external observer, the only parameters one an know from the outside are the the
mass-energy M of the matter that went in, its angular momentum J , and its eletrial harge Q. One then says a
blak hole has no hair, sine it has only three hairs, and someone with three hairs is eetively bald (see, e.g.,
3
).
This property has measurable onsequenes on the spaetime outside the horizon. The blak hole's mass, angular
3momentum, and eletri harge ertainly hange aordingly to the type of matter that is added onto it. Moreover,
this hange obeys strit rules, indeed, one an show that the laws of onservation of energy, angular momentum and
harge, are still valid when a blak hole is involved
9
. Thus, M , J , and Q are observable properties that an be known
through some form of external interation with the blak hole. On the other hand, all the other features that ould
possibly further haraterize the blak hole do not exist. Or if they exist they have vanished from sight. These other
features ertainly haraterize usual matter, star matter say. But one the star has imploded into a blak hole all
the features, but three, disappear. Where are now those features? Is this property of hiding features, one that one
an apitalize on, and disover new properties of the world? By a remarkable twist, quantum mehanis omes to the
resue.
III. QUANTUM PROPERTIES OF BLACK HOLES
The questions raised lead us into the quantum realm and put blak holes on a entral sene to unify in one stroke,
gravitation and quantum mehanis itself, within the framework of thermodynamis and through the onepts of
blak hole temperature and entropy. These results will also denitely impel into an ultimate bound on the entropy of
a given region and to the the establishment of a new revolutionary holographi priniple. Let us see eah point one
at a time, and then all altogether.
There are now many theories, of general relativity type, that have many dierent blak hole solutions, with harges
other than M , J , and Q. These theories, one way or the other have general relativity as a limit. So let us stik to
general relativity, and moreover let us study the simplest ase the Shwarzshild blak hole, with its only one hair,
the mass M and the assoiated horizon radius R given in equation (1). The Kerr blak hole was very important to
put nontrivial dynamis on a lassial setting, it ated in this ontext as a atalyst, but after it indued forefully
the introdution of quantum phenomena in the whole sheme, one an use the simplest blak hole, the Shwarzshild
blak hole, this is indeed suient to understand the profound ideas that lie underneath blak hole physis.
A. Blak hole thermodynamis
The rst law of thermodynamis states that the total energy is onserved in an isolated system. It seems trivially
obvious nowadays, but some time ago it was hard to understand the nature of heat as energy, an ahievement that
was aomplished after the work of Carnot rst, and the further insights of Mayer, Joule, Kelvin, and Helmholtz in
the 1840s
10,11,12
. In its simple form it states that dE = dQ, where Q is the amount of heat exhanged, and dE is
the variation in internal energy of the system. Another important idea in thermodynamis, and in physis in general,
is the introdution of the onept of dQ/T , heat over temperature, a state variable. It was devised by Clausius in
1854, who also found an adequate name for it in 1865, entropy S, suh that dS = dQ/T . In terms of state variables
the rst law an now be written as dE = T dS. This onept of entropy, also led Clausius to postulate a seond
law of thermodynamis by stating that equilibrium states have an entropy assoiated with them suh that proesses
an our only when the nal entropy is larger than the initial entropy, i.e., in any losed system, entropy always
inreases or stays the same, dS ≥ 0. As also worked out by him in a paper dealing with the the nature of the motion
whih we all heat, the entropy onept had an immediate impat in kineti theory and statistial mehanis (see,
e.g.,
12
). Both these advanes are remarkable. Of ourse, Clausius ould not know of its ramiations and problems
that suh a onept would introdue more than 100 years later, when applied to gravitating systems. A rst hint
of these problems appeared in studies on Newtonian gravitating systems, suh as in lusters of stars
13,14
, whereas
one needs general relativity to apply thermodynami and statistial mehanis onepts to fully general relativisti
objets. Two suh systems are the Universe itself and a blak hole. That the entropy onept and its assoiated
seond law of entropy inrease an have remarkable impliations upon the Universe as a whole and on the arrow of
time was rst understood by Boltzmann within his statistial physis formulation (see, e.g.,
12,15
), an issue that is still
today under heavy disussion
16,17
. But onundrums of a dierent aliber and with a more diret physial signiane
perhaps, involving physis at the most fundamental level, have arisen from the fat that a blak hole has entropy, an
entropy with a form never seen before. Indeed, blak hole entropy is proportional to the area of the blak hole, rather
than the volume. Let us rst see how the blak hole entropy arises and then where the seond law takes us to.
If one thinks, as before, of a blak hole forming from the ollapse of a matter star, one has an initial onguration,
a star say, and a nal onguration, a blak hole. The star is speied by very many parameters and quantities, the
blak hole by the massM alone, in the spherial vauum ase. This led us to argue above that a blak hole is a system
speied by one marosopi hair parameter only, the mass M and hiding lots of other parameters perhaps loated
inside the blak hole event horizon. Thus, the blak hole ats like a blak box. In physis there is another instane
of this kind of blak box situation, whereby a system is speied and usefully desribed by few parameters, but on
4a loser look there are many more other parameters that are not aounted for in the gross marosopi desription.
This is the well know ase of thermodynamis desribed above. For thermodynamial systems in equilibrium one gives
the energy E, the volume V , and the number of partiles N , say, and one an desribe the system in a useful manner,
obtaining from the laws of the thermodynamis its entropy and other important quantities. On doing this one does not
worry that the system enloses a huge number of moleules and that the desription hides its own mirosopi features.
Of ourse, one an then plunge into a deeper treatment and apply statistial mehanial methods to the partiles
onstituting the thermodynamial system, using the distribution density funtion of Gibbs for lassial partiles or the
density matrix for quantum ones in the appropriate ensemble, and then applying Boltzmann's formula for the entropy
S = kB lnΩ, where Ω is the number of states, or any other formula, like Gibbs' formula, to make the onnetion to
thermodynamis. Due to this blak box analogy between a blak hole and a thermodynami system, one an ask rst
the question: Is thus a blak hole a thermodynami system? If yes, one should pursue and ask two further questions:
Can one nd the analogue of the onstituent partiles to allow for a statistial interpretation? To where an the blak
hole thermodynami system lead us to, in terms of the ultimate fundamental theory?
The rst, and then the subsequent questions, started to be answered through a ombination of hints. From the
Penrose and superradiane proesses, dedued using Kerr blak hole bakgrounds, one ould onlude that the area
of a blak hole would not derease in suh ases
18,19,20,21
, an idea that ulminated with the underlying area law
theorem, whih states that in a broad lass of irumstanes, suh as in blak hole merger events, the area ould
never derease, only inrease or stay even in any proess
22
. At about the same time, Wheeler raised the problem
(see
5
), that when matter disappears into a blak hole, its entropy is gone for good, and the seond law seems to be
transended, i.e., in the viinity of a blak hole entropy an be dumped onto it, thus disappearing from the outside
world, and grossly violating the seond law of thermodynamis. Bekenstein, a Ph.D. student in Prineton at the time,
solved part of the problem in one stroke. With the hint that the blak hole area always inreases, he postulated,
entropy is area
23
. Speially, he postulated
23
, Sbh = η
Abh
Apl
kB , where Abh is the blak hole area, η is a number of
the order of unity or so, that ould not be determined, Apl is the Plank area, and kB is the Boltzmann onstant.
Note that the Plank length lpl ≡
√
G~
c2 , of the order of 10
−33
m, is the fundamental length sale related to gravity
and quantum mehanis, and the Plank area is its square, Apl = l
2
pl ∼ 10−66 cm2. Several physial arguments were
invoked to why the entropy S should go with Abh and not with
√
Abh or A
2
bh. For instane, it annot go with
√
Abh.
This is beause Abh itself goes with R
2
bh ∼ M2, for a Shwarzshild blak hole, and when two blak holes of masses
M1 and M2 merge, the nal mass M obeys M < M1 +M2 sine there is emission of gravitational radiation. But if
Sbh ∝
√
Abh ∝M < M1+M2 ∝ Sbh1+Sbh2 the entropy ould derease, so suh a law is no good. The orret option
turns out to be Sbh ∝ Abh, the one that Bekenstein took. It seems thus, there is indeed a link between blak holes
and thermodynamis. In addition, it seems orret to understand that this phenomenum is a manifestation of an
underlying fundamental theory of spaetime, a quantum theory of gravity, sine the Plank area appears naturally in
the formula, hinting that there must be a onnetion with some fundamental spaetime mirosopi ingredient whose
statistis onnets to the thermodynamis.
Sine there is a link between blak holes and thermodynamis, blak holes have entropy, one an then wonder
whether blak holes obey the rst and seond laws of thermodynamis (see, e.g.,
24,25,26
for reviews on blak hole
partile reation and blak hole thermodynamis). In relation to the rst law, note that for a Shwarzshild blak
hole, the simplest ase, one has that the area of the event horizon is given preisely by Abh = 4piR
2
bh. Now, Rbh = 2M ,
so one has Abh = 16piM
2
(in natural or Plank units). Then one nds dM = 1/(32 piM) dAbh, whih an be written
as
9
,
dM =
κ
8 pi
dAbh , (2)
where κ is the surfae gravity of the blak hole, a quantity that an be alulated independently and gives a measure
of the aeleration of a partile at the event horizon. In the Shwarzshild ase κ = 1/4M . Equation (2) is a simple
dynamial equation for the blak hole. When one ompares it with the rst law of thermodynamis, dE = TdS ,
the similarity is striking, and sine following Bekenstein Sbh and Abh are linked, and following Einstein M and E
are linked, indeed they are the same quantity, one is tempted to assoiate T and κ27. But from thermodynamial
arguments alone one annot determine η the dimensionless proportionality onstant of order unity between entropy
and area, and annot also determine the onstant of proportionality between T and κ, related to η. Using quantum
eld theory methods in urved spaetime Hawking
8
, in a spetaular tour de fore, showed that a Shwarzshild blak
hole radiates quantially as a blak body at temperature Tbh =
1
8piM
(
~ c3
GkB
)
, uniting in one formula ~, G and c, and
kB. In natural Plank units, and returning to κ this is,
Tbh =
κ
2pi
, (3)
5onneting denitely and physially the surfae gravity with temperature, and losing the thermodynami link. More-
over, from the rst law of thermodynamis one obtains η = 1/4, yielding nally
Sbh =
1
4
Abh , (4)
in natural units. Thus, Hawking radiation allows one to determine, on one hand, the relation between the temperature
of the blak hole and its surfae gravity, and on the other hand, to x one and for all the proportionality onstant
between blak hole entropy and horizon area. The blak hole entropy is one quarter of the event horizon's area, when
measured in Plank area units. For thermodynami systems, this is a huge entropy, the entropy of a blak hole one
entimeter in radius is about 1066 in Plank units, of the order of the thermodynami entropy of a loud of water with
10−3 light years in radius. The Hawking radiation solved denitely the thermodynami onundrum. The generalized
rst law is then given by a simple extension of equation (2). M is now the energy of the whole system, blak hole
plus matter, T for the matter and κ/2pi for the blak hole have the same values, for a system in equilibrium, and the
entropy of the thermodynami system is now S = Sbh + Smatter, a sum of the blak hole entropy Sbh, and the usual
entropy of the matter and radiation elds whih we denote simply as Smatter. It is advisable to separate the entropy
into two terms, sine one does not know for sure the meaning of blak hole entropy.
What about the seond law of thermodynamis, an it be embodied in a framework where blak holes are present?
The seond law of thermodynamis mathematizes the evidene that many proesses in nature are irreversible, hot
oee ools in the atmosphere, but old oee never gets hot spontaneously, and so on. The law states that the
entropy of an isolated physial system never dereases, either remains onstant, or it inreases, usually. It holds in a
world where gravitational physis is unimportant. What happens in gravitational systems in whih there are blak
holes. Given that the blak hole is a thermodynami system, with entropy and temperature well dened, the seond
law of thermodynamis dS ≥ 0 should be obeyed. Indeed one an write the seond law as
dSbh + dSmatter ≥ 0 , (5)
ommonly alled the generalized seond law
28
. In words, the sum of the blak hole entropy and the ordinary entropy
outside the blak hole annot derease. This generalized seond law proved important in many developments, and its
onsequenes are the main objet of this review. The generalized seond law has passed several tests. For instane,
when a star ollapses to form a blak hole, one an show that the blak hole has an entropy that far exeeds the
initial entropy of the star. Also, when matter falls into an already existing blak hole, the inrease in blak hole
entropy always ompensates for the lost entropy of the matter down the horizon. Another interesting example where
the generalized seond law holds involves Hawking radiation. Due to this radiation the blak hole evaneses. Its mass
dereases, and so the blak hole area also dereases. This violates the area law theorem, but this is no problem,
the theorem was proved lassially. Then, the blak hole entropy dereases indeed. However, one an show that
the entropy in the emitted radiation exeeds by some amount the original entropy of the blak hole, upholding the
generalized seond law
29
. Using generi arguments hinged on a quantum denition of entropy, it is possible to argue,
that due to lak of inuene of the inside on the outside, the generalized seond law is valid for proesses involving
blak holes
30
. We note that there are arguments that laim that one does not need the generalized seond law, the
ordinary seond law alone is enough in itself, see, e.g.,
31,32,33,34
. This ontroversy would merit a review in itself.
B. Blak hole entropy
Before start disussing to where the generalized seond law leads us, it is interesting to think about the onsequenes
of blak holes having entropy, as Bekenstein did almost immediately after his major disovery
23
. Entropy is one of the
most important onepts in everyday physis. Somehow, it is a reondite onept, and even more mysterious when
blak holes are involved. Let us see this.
Following Boltzmann, the entropy S of a losed isolated system with xed marosopi parameters, is given by,
S = kB lnΩ , (6)
where again kB is the Boltzmann onstant, and Ω is the number of aessible mirostates that the large system
has. Eah mirostate i has equal probability pi of ourring, so pi = 1/Ω, and equation (6) an be written in the
alternative form S = −kB ln pi. For open systems, that an exhange energy and other quantities, the entropy an be
written in a more useful manner as S = −kB
∑
i pi ln pi , where pi is the probability of mirostate i ourring, whih
now due to the openness of the system is not anymore equal for eah state, states with a given energy, the average
energy, have a higher probability of ourring. This formula was given by Gibbs upon areful onsideration of his
6ensemble theory and generalization of Boltzmann ideas (see, e.g.,
35
for the dedution of Gibbs entropy formula from
equation (6)). If the system is losed then pi = 1/Ω and Boltzmann equation (6) follows. In the Gibbs formulation,
one works in a 6N dimensional lassial phase spae, and having to work with a ontinuum distribution probability
density, the phase-spae density ρ (instead of pi), one should write S = −kB
∫
d3Nq d3Np ρ(q, p) ln ρ(q, p), whih
is the ontinuum Gibbs entropy equation for a system of N partiles in three dimensional spae with 6N lassial
degrees of freedom, 3N for the oordinates and 3N for the momenta. In this setting eah point in the phase-spae
represents a state, a mirostate, of the system. This was then generalized, in a natural way, although through a
postulated basis, by Von Neumann to quantum systems. One postulates rst that ρ goes into the quantum operator ρˆ
whih gives the probability that the system is in some given mirostate (essentially is pi), and seond that the entropy
is S = −kBTr ρˆ ln ρˆ. This Von Neumann entropy should be alulated in some omplete orthonormal basis of the
appropriate state spae, or Hilbert spae. Sine ρˆ an have non-diagonal terms, whih an be suited for alulating
quantities other than traes, the Von Neumann entropy is a generalization of the Gibbs entropy, although possibly
not unique. All these formulas for the entropy an be useful, depending on the ontext one is working. Gibbs formula,
for instane, has an interesting advantage sometimes. Indeed, the formula is the same as the one that emerged for
the entropy in information theory, the Shannon entropy
36
. The Shannon entropy rst appeared in onnetion with a
mathematial theory of ommuniation, where it was pereived that the best measure of information is entropy. In
fat, entropy in an informational ontext represents missing information. The Shannon entropy formula is given by
S = −kS
∑
i pi ln pi , where here, sine the onnetion with temperature is unimportant, kB is substituted by kS, the
Shannon onstant, whih generally is put equal to 1/ ln 2, so that the entropy is given in bits, a dimensionless quantity.
Apart the onstant used, kB or kS, whih is a matter of onveniene, the two entropies are the same. However, Shannon
entropy is applied to measure the information a given system (a omputer for instane) has, basially how many bits
the system has, whereas Gibbs entropy is applied to the thermodynami system itself, essentially the number of
moleules the system (a omputer for instane) has. Both entropies an be given in Shannon units, of ourse. Gibbs
entropy is usually muh larger than Shannon entropy. The day bits are imprinted on moleules, rather than in hips,
the two entropies will give the same number. The onnetion between information and entropy turns out to be very
useful and important in blak hole theory, see, e.g.,
37
.
To try to understand the meaning of the blak hole entropy given in equation (4), one an use the various formulas
for the entropy presented above. But here, for our purposes, it is simpler if we explore Boltzmann's formula (6). It
hiey laims that one way to think about entropy is that it is a measure, a logarithmi measure, of the number of
aessible mirostates that the isolated system has. Any system, inluding a blak hole, should follow this rule. For
blak holes, there is a snag, we do not really know what those mirostates are, so we annot ount them to take the
entropy. There are several ideas. One idea is that the mirostates ould be assoiated to the singularity inside the
event horizon, where the rushed matter and the demolished spaetime lie altogether. As in the ordinary matter ase,
one ould think that rearranging these states, somehow lying on the singularity, do not aet the mass M of the
blak hole (and Q, and J for the other hairs, if there are those). There are problems with this interpretation for the
entropy. The singularity is in priniple spaelike, in addition it is ertainly ausally disonneted to the outside of the
blak hole, and therefore it is hard to imagine how it ould inuene any quantity exterior to itself, let alone to the
exterior of event horizon. This interpretation is related to the interpretation that the degrees of freedom, are in some
measure of the volume inside the horizon (see, e.g.,
38,39
). Moreover, suh type of interpretations are very diult
to implement sine no one knows really what goes on inside let alone in a a singularity, only with a fully developed
theory of quantum gravity an one attempt to understand singularities. Another plae where the mirostates might
be loated is in the viinity of the event horizon area as has been suggested many times (see, e.g.,
40
for a heuristi
aount,
41,42,43
for a partiular implementation, and
44
for a review). The idea beyond this suggestion is that for
photons emitted near the horizon, only those with very high energies, indeed trans-Plankian energies, an arrive
with some nite nonzero energy at innity, and so, these photons probe near-horizon Plankian strutures, i.e., probe
quantum gravity. Indeed, light sent from the very viinity of the horizon has to limb up the huge gravitational eld,
or if one prefers, the huge spaetime barrier set up by the blak hole. In turn this means that the pulse of light an
observer a distane away form the horizon reeives has a muh lower frequeny (muh higher wavelength) than the
very high pulse frequeny (very low wavelength) of the emitted pulse. This is the redshift eet. The nearer the
horizon the pulse is emitted the higher the eet. Sine in quantum mehanis frequeny and energy are the same
thing, E = ~ω, the loser to the horizon the photon is emitted, the more energy it must get rid o as it travels
towards the observer. In eet, there is an exponential gravitational redshift near the horizon so that the outgoing
photons and other Hawking radiation partiles originate from modes with extremely large, trans-Plankian, energies.
But now this is very important, photons with very high energy, very low wavelengths, probe very small regions. So
the Plankian and trans-Plankian photons, that arrive at the observer somehow ome from regions of spae and time
that are themselves quantum gravity regions. There are various possibilities for these regions, suh spaetime regions
may be disrete, or may be utuating in a quantum foam struture, or whatever. Thus, if one an observe Hawking
photons originating from very lose to the horizon of a blak hole, one is possibly seeing the quantum struture of the
7spaetime. In the ontext we are disussing, this means that the entropy should be a feature of the horizon region
itself. Near the horizon quantum gravity and matter elds are being probed, and these, alone or together, an be the
degrees of freedom one is looking for to generate the entropy of the blak hole. This fat led thus to the proposal
that the entropy is in the horizon area. This proposal is very interesting and may solve the degrees of freedom, or
the entropy, problem. But this follow up from blak hole thermodynamis is not our main onern here, see
44
and
referenes therein for more on that. We have ommented on it solely to get a preliminary understanding of blak hole
entropy. Even without understanding where are those degrees of freedom that make up the blak hole entropy one
an derive some new onsequenes, suh as the entropy bounds and the holographi priniple.
IV. AN ENTROPY BOUND INVOLVING BLACK HOLES
The generalized seond law allows us to set bounds on the the entropy of a given system. Or, in terms of information,
it sets bound on the information apaity any isolated physial system an have. Sine this law involves gravitation,
and gravitation together with quantum mehanis should provide a fundamental theory, the bound refers to the
maximum entropy up to the ultimate level of desription, a given region an have.
To obtain the bound let us think of the formation of a blak hole from the ollapse of some ordinary matter. It
is interesting to onsider thus an initial onguration, a star say, and a nal onguration, a blak hole. Consider
then any approximately spherial isolated matter that is not itself a blak hole, and that ts inside a losed surfae
of area A. If the mass an ollapse to a blak hole, the blak hole will end up with a horizon area smaller than A, i.e.,
Abh ≤ A. The blak hole entropy, Sbh = Abh/4, is therefore smaller than A/4. Aording to the generalized seond
law, the entropy of the system annot derease. Therefore, the initial entropy of the matter system, Ssysteminitial , annot
be larger than Abh/4, and so not larger than A/4. It follows that the entropy of an isolated physial system with
boundary area A is neessary less than A/4, i.e., Ssysteminitial < A/4. So, following ideas devised early by Bekenstein
45
,
Susskind
46
through suh a simple argument developed this spherial bound. Putting Ssysteminitial ≡ S, to larify the
notation, Susskind's bound reads
S ≤ 1
4
A . (7)
One an now antiipate a result whih will be further disussed in the next setion: sine A is the number of Plank
unit areas that tile the area A, the bound says that the number of quantum degrees of freedom, or the logarithm of
the number of quantum states, of the system within an area A is neessarily equal or less than one quarter of the
number of Plank unit areas that t in the area A. In brief, following46 the generalized seond law implies the bound
(7), usually alled the spherial holographi bound for reasons we will see below.
One example one an give that ertainly satises the bound refers to two blak holes in a box. Let us put two
Shwarzshild blak holes of masses M1 and M2 in a box. The entropy is S =
1
4
(Abh1 +Abh2). Sine Abh1 =
4piR2bh1 = 16piM
2
1 and Abh2 = 4piR
2
bh2 = 16piM
2
2 , one has S = 4pi
(
M21 +M
2
2
)
. Now, from a distane, the system
should not be a large blak hole of mass M =M1+M2, otherwise the argument is of no interest. So, there is a radius
for the box R, with the assoiated area A, whih obeys Abh1 + Abh < A, i.e.,
1
4
(Abh1 +Abh2) <
1
4
A. Finally, sine
S = 1
4
(Abh1 +Abh1) one has S <
1
4
A. The bound is learly satised, and it is saturated only when the box is a blak
hole. There are many other examples one an think of.
Now this bound suers from some drawbaks, it only applies to systems whih are initially nearly spherially
symmetri, and not muh strongly time dependent. In addition is not a ovariant bound, and in general relativity, all
statements should some way or another be put in a ovariant form. These problems were ured by Bousso
47,48,49
, who
has managed to formulate a ovariant entropy bound, (see also
50,51,52,53
). Susskind's bound is a partiular ase of
this Bousso's ovariant bound. In addition, the original Bekenstein bound
45
an be derived through Susskind bound,
and surely, through Bousso's bound (see
54
). The ovariant entropy bound is fasinating and has been proved orret
in very many instanes. However, due to its simpliity, it is useful to stik to the spherial bound given in equation
(7). This will take us more diretly to the holographi priniple.
V. HOLOGRAPHIC PRINCIPLE
A. Denition
What are the ultimate degrees of freedom, what are the degrees of freedom of quantum gravity, what are the
fundamental onstituents of spaetime? Portions of ordinary matter are made of moleules, whih are made of atoms,
8whih are made of eletrons and nulei, whih nulei are made of protons and neutrons, whih are made of quarks, and
so on inluding all known interations and their assoiated partiles, up to the quantum gravity level, the fundamental
spaetime level. For ordinary matter and the orresponding asade of onstituents and interations we know what
and where the degrees of freedom are. For spaetime we do not, yet, unfortunately. However, even without knowing
of what the spaetime is made of we an extrat limits for the number of suh degrees of freedom, and other relevant
information from the entropy bounds disussed previously.
Indeed, based on his own ideas about entropy bounds and even before the spherial bound was advaned, 't Hooft
55
proposed that the degrees of freedom of a region of spae irumsribed within an area A are in the area itself. This
is ounter to the results of everyday physis whih give that the entropy is proportional to the volume of the region,
and so the degrees of freedom of these usual systems are in this sense in the volume. A usual system has entropy, or
information, inside it. For instane, in a book, the information is ontained inside (in the volume), not in the over (in
the area). One knows that reading the title of a book is not enough at all to know what is inside. This also happens
for all usual thermodynami physial systems upon a statistial physis treatment. However, there are system that do
not follow this rule. These are the blak holes, whih one more reveal themselves as the most fundamental objets to
unover the serets of nature. For blak holes, the entropy and information of what is inside is projeted in the area.
Sine blak holes are of fundamental importane, both in gravitation and quantum theory, they are the ones that
ditate the ultimate rule that should be obeyed. Thus, the generalized seond law, derived from blak hole physis,
together with the bounds above onjure to give the result that the degrees of freedom are in the area itself.
To be denitive, dene rst the number of degrees of freedom Nf of a quantum system as the logarithm of the
number of quantum states Ω of the system, with Ω being the same as the dimension of the Hilbert spae of the
system, (parts of this exposition follows
46,49,55
). So Nf = lnΩ. This generalizes the idea of degrees of freedom of a
lassial system. To have an idea of what Nf means, take, for example, a spin system with 1000 spins, eah spin being
able to be up or down only. Suh a system should have around 1000 degrees of freedom. In fat, from the denition
above, sine there are two states for eah spin, one has that the number of states for the whole system is N = 21000.
So its number of degrees of freedom is Nf = 1000 ln2. In terms of information, following Shannon, this means that
the system an store 1000 bits, or its Shannon entropy is 1000, as mentioned in Setion III. This system is small,
thermodynamis systems are huge in omparison. For a given isolated thermodynami system, with entropy S, the
number of independent quantum states is Ω = eS , in natural units, see equation (6). So, for a thermodynami system,
Nf is related to the entropy S, in fat, following the denition above, they are the same in natural units, S = Nf . For
instane, in order to see that suh a denition is reasonable, reall that the number of states Ω of an ideal gas with
xed energy E, volume V , and number of partiles N an be written as Ω =
[
e5/2 (V/N)(4pimE/3N)3/2/h3
]N
, so
that sine V = L3, where L is the dimension of the enlosure say, and (2mE)1/2 = p¯, where p¯ is a typial momentum
of the partiles, one nds Nf = 6N α where α is a number of the order one or so, proportional to a logarithm term.
Thus, Nf as dened gives roughly the lassial number 6N of degrees of freedom as expeted. Of ourse, through this
denition one has exatly S = Nf = 6N
[
5/12 + (1/6) ln
(
(V/N)(4pimE/3N)3/2/h3
)]
, whih is the Sakur-Tetrode
formula (see, e.g.,
35
).
Let us suppose then that we are given a nearly spherial nite region of volume V with boundary area A. Suppose
again that, initially, gravitation is not strong enough, so that spaetime is not time dependent and all the relevant
physial quantities are well dened. One an onsider then that the nearly spherial region has some matter ontent.
However, this ontent ultimately does not interest us, we an forget about the solid, liquid, gas, or vauum that lls
up the region. At the ultimate level one is only interested in the region itself, in the spaetime itself alone. One wants
to know what are the states themselves of that region and what is their number, at the most fundamental level. So we
want to know how many degrees of freedom are there for the fundamental system, or how muh omplexity there is at
the fundamental level, or how muh information one needs to speify the region. One way to start out and see where
it leads to is to pik up a theory that has given fruitful results in ultra mirosopi physis. This theory is quantum
eld theory. It works extremely well in at spaetime, and with are it an be extrapolated to urved spaetime
56
. A
quantum eld is desribed by harmoni osillators at every point in spaetime. A quantum harmoni osillator has
an innite number of states and so an innite number of quantum degrees of freedom. So, there are innite number
of degrees of freedom at every spaetime point in a quantum eld. Moreover, within a volume V there are innite
number of points. Thus, a quantum eld in a given spaetime bakground has, by this rationale, a huge innite of
innite number of degrees of freedom. So it seems. However, one an easily argue, that the number is indeed huge,
albeit nite. Indeed, gravity together with quantum theory show that there is a minimum length sale given by the
Plank length lpl, and a maximum energy sale, the Plank mass mpl, beyond whih any theory of distanes and
sales does not make sense. So, rudely, one might guess that there is one osillator per lpl, eah with maximum
energy mpl (more energy than this turns spaetime into a blak hole). One an now think that eah spaetime volume
V has V/Vpl osillators and eah osillator has a nite number of states n say, whih is large, (the highest energy
state for eah osillator is given by the Plank energy). So, in Plank or natural units, the total number of states is
Ω ≃ nV and thus the number of degrees of freedom is Nf ≃ V lnn, i.e., S ≃ V lnn (see49 for more details). So, if this
9onlusion is fully orret, a fundamental theory needs to aount for an entropy proportional to the volume or bulk
of eah region being onsidered, i.e., the disorder of the region goes with the volume.
But this naïve reasoning fails when gravity is inluded. The fundamental theory has to inlude gravity, for sure,
and when this is done one nds that a fundamental theory needs only to aount for an entropy proportional to the
surfae area, and this is muh less than entropy proportional to the volume. Let us see this in more detail. Entropy
is a measure of the logarithm of the number of mirostates of a given system marosopially speied, so that, as
seen, entropy is also a measure of the number of degrees of freedom of the system. Now we know that given an area
A there is a bound for the entropy S ≤ 1
4
A in Plank units (i.e., SkB ≤ 14 AApl restoring units) for any system. Any
system, inluding the fundamental system, has to obey this bound. When we have an adequate quantum gravity it
will give an entropy for the quantum system whih is equal or lower than this bound. Now a blak hole with this
same area A saturates the bound, so one an say there are systems that saturate the bound. Thus the number of
degrees of freedom of a sphere of area A, and the related number of states are given by, respetively,
Nf =
1
4
A , and Ω = e
1
4
A . (8)
That the number of states has to be given by (8) an be argued more eetively using unitarity, whih laims that an
initial state evolves in a well dened manner to a nal state, suh that probability in quantum theory is onserved.
Essentially, it says one an derive the nal state from the initial and vie-versa. Given an initial objet, or region,
suppose that the number of states of the Hilbert spae for it goes roughly with eV . Allow the objet, or the region,
to evolve into a blak hole of the same size of the region. Then the new number of states is eA/4, where A is the area
enlosing V . But this number is muh less than the initial one, so one annot reover the initial state from the nal
one, the states would not evolve unitarily. Thus, one should start with eA/4 as the initial number of states.
Now, the number given in (8) is muh smaller than the number nV guessed earlier, for lengths larger than about
the Plank size. One an understand this muh lower number than the one given by the naïve guess of quantum eld
theory, by invoking heuristi arguments oming from the inlusion of gravity (see again
49
for more details). It is true
we have imposed, naïvely, that there is at most one Plank mass per Plank volume. So there is a high energy ut
o, and modes with higher energy than that do not exist and do not ontribute to the entropy. That is ne. But this
ut o at large sales, sales larger than Plank sales, gives that, within a region of radius R and assuming roughly
a onstant eld density, the mass an sale as M/MPl ∼ (R/RPl)3, i.e., M ∼ R3 in Plank units. This annot be
right, sine we know that for sure M/MPl
<∼ R/RPl, i.e., M <∼ R in Plank units. For M >∼ R one forms a blak
hole, the most massive objet that an be loalized in the sphere of radius R. Thus at fae value it seems that one
should rather assume that the eld ontent (gravity and possibly other elds) density goes at most as 1/R2 rather
than onstant. And so there are many less states than naïvely one ould guess. Due to gravity, a long range universal
eld, the energy of the eld ontent is lower in large volumes than it ould possibly be in small Plankian volumes.
Thus rudely, the entropy, whih in many ways is related to the energy, is also drastially redued. The onlusion
is that naïve eld theory seems to yield more degrees of freedom than those that an be used for generating entropy,
or to store information. So, there are at most A/4 degrees of freedom inside a region whose volume is surrounded
by an area A. Most systems have less than A/4 degrees of freedom suh as any system made of ordinary matter.
One system that stritly mathes the bound is a blak hole, whih has preisely A/4 degrees of freedom. If one has
any system, and wants to exite more degrees of freedom than those given by the bound, then one forms a blak
hole. A blak hole is an objet that has the maximum entropy for an outside observer. Perhaps there an be other
objets with suh an entropy, e.g., quasi blak holes (see
57,58
), but not objet has larger entropy. Summing up what
we have seen so far, we an say that Bekenstein's and Hawking's works, oupled to the Susskind bound, states that
a fundamental theory, one in whih gravity is inluded, has a number of degrees of freedom proportional to the area,
whih leads to fewer degrees of freedom, and so less entropy or less disorder, than the theory would have to have had
the entropy of a region been proportional to the volume, rather than the area.
Then one an go a step further, as 't Hooft did
55
, atually before the spherial and the ovariant bounds were
disussed. If the maximum entropy, obtained from fundamental degrees of freedom, in a given region of spae, is
proportional to the area, rather than the volume, then the degrees of freedom should lie in the area of the region.
This is the basis of the holographi priniple. It states: a region with boundary area A is totally desribed by at
most A/4 degrees of freedom (in Plank or natural units), i.e., about one bit of information per Plank area. In a
sense, the desription of the proesses that happen within the region's volume, is projeted into the surfae of that
region, in the same way as the visual pereption of a three dimensional region an be enoded in a hologram, a two
dimensional sheet. So, in priniple, there are two possible desriptions, the volumetri or three dimensional, and
the areal or two dimensional desription, the latter one being ertainly more eonomial. In order to grasp better
this idea let us introdue the following allegory
59
. Imagine that a futuristi plane is surrounded by a hypothetial
giant two dimensional spherial sreen loated in spae. And that all the ativities and happenings on suh a planet,
10
through illumination, are projeted onto this sreen. The image on the giant sreen would be a blow down of the
three dimensional world to two dimensions. If the projetion is aurate enough, there are two sorts of people, one
two dimensional, the other three dimensional. But in suh an aurate ase, people in both senarios an think of
themselves as equally alive, and the other as the mirage, eah ontaining the same amount of information and eah
being desribed through equivalent mathematial theories, with no theory being more orret than the other.
B. Implementation
Conrete examples whih satisfy the holographi priniple have been found in anti-de Sitter spaetimes, i.e., spae-
times with a negative osmologial onstant. A de Sitter universe is one with a positive osmologial onstant that
reates a universe uniformly aelerating, and present observational results indiate we leave in suh a universe. On
the other hand, a negative osmologial onstant has the property of giving a uniform gravitational attration over
all of the spaetime. Suh a spaetime has uniform negative urvature, and due to the relentless onstant attration
this spaetime has a boundary, it is as if the spaetime is set up in a box with some denite length. For instane,
in this spaetime, a massless partile an travel in a nite time from any point in the interior to spatial innity and
bak again.
Anti-de Sitter spaetimes appear often in string theory, or its M-theory generalization, as well as in several orre-
sponding low energy limits that yield supergravity theories. Now, when string theory is properly used in an anti-de
Sitter spaetime one nds that it is equivalent to a quantum eld theory on the boundary of that spaetime
60
. The
rst instane in whih this holographi result was found is not diretly appliable to our real universe, rst beause the
osmologial onstant of the universe is positive rather than negative, and seond beause in
60
it was found that the
alulations simplify if one works in a ve dimensional (four spae and one time dimensions) anti-de Sitter spaetime,
AdS5, rather than the more usual four dimensional one, AdS4. String theory is well formulated only in ten dimensions,
so to be preise, one an also inlude ompatied dimensions. In fat, the example is given in the ontext of AdS5
times the ve sphere S5, so that the whole spaetime is AdS5 × S5. The equivalent boundary quantum eld theory
arises from the boundary of AdS5. In this setting, one an argue that the physis experimented by an observer living
in the bulk of the AdS5 spaetime an be ompletely desribed in terms of the physis taking plae on the spaetime's
boundary. This initial result, valid for a ve dimensional anti-de Sitter spaetime and its four dimensional boundary
dual, was later exhibited in many other situations and other dimensions, inluding the more usual four dimensional
anti-de Sitter spaetime, being in this ase dual to a quantum eld in three spaetime dimensions. Generially, one
nds that the bulk and the boundary desriptions are equivalent, none of the desriptions is more omplete or im-
portant than the other. In the bulk desription gravitation operates and spaetime is d dimensional, say, whereas
in the boundary desription there is no gravity but a quantum eld theory, onformal in nature, operating in a d -1
dimensional at spaetime. It is as if there is a duality between this d dimensional spaetime and its d -1 dimensional
boundary. It then means that two dierent theories, ating in spaetimes with dierent dimensions, are equivalent.
This reinfores the idea that beings living in the d dimensional spaetime would be mathematially equivalent to
beings living in the d -1 dimensional one, there is no way to distinguish between them. This is ertainly an interesting
implementation of the holographi priniple of 't Hooft
55
. Tehnially, it is also fruitful, sine diult alulations
performed on the bulk spaetime an perhaps be easily done in the quantum eld theory on the boundary and vie
versa. For instane, one an show that a blak hole in anti-de Sitter spaetime is equivalent to hot radiation in the
boundary, and that the mysterious blak hole entropy is equivalent to the radiation entropy
61
. In addition, it may give
insights into the information problem in blak hole physis. We have not yet expliitly mentioned it. This problem
is related to the entropy interpretation problem of what and where are the degrees of freedom orresponding to the
blak hole entropy. We have argued that the blak hole seems to hide many features inside the horizon. For instane
it possibly hides all the information that the original star had before it ollapsed into a blak hole. But now, how an
we get information to reobtain those features? If the inside of blak holes are disonneted to the outside world, then
lassially this information seems to have disappeared. Is there an information loss, and with it a break of unitarity?
It has not yet been shown that information is lost or not lost when one throws objets through a blak hole, following
Hawking's original suggestion of information loss. But, in this string theory desription, a blak hole is now dual
to a lower dimensional world in whih it seems information is never lost. So there is hope in solving this problem.
Another plae where it an be of use is in quantum eld theory itself. The reason is that anti-de Sitter spaetime
yields relatively easy alulations, whereas alulations on quantum elds are tehnially hard. For instane, one
annot yet derive the proton and neutron properties from quantum hromodynamis, the theory of quarks, a well
understood theory, but extremely hard to solve. One an now try to solve these properties using the above duality.
11
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have trodden a long way from the rst ideas in blak holes with their assoiated event horizons all within the
ontext of pure lassial general relativity, passed through semilassial alulations meeting the onepts of entropy
and temperature for blak holes, and then through the statistial physis onnetion of entropy and its assoiated
seond law, arriving at the maximum number of degrees of freedom a fundamental theory, one whih inludes quantum
gravity, an have. Surprisingly, this number goes with the area A of the region, rather than with the volume V . In
turn this means rst that the holographi priniple should be valid, i.e., a region with boundary area A is totally
desribed by at most A/4 degrees of freedom (in natural units), and seond we need a fundamental theory that
inorporates this priniple. As we have seen, loal quantum eld theory is ertainly not suh a theory. Taking this
idea seriously, one an advane that the universe an indeed be desribed by a model with one less dimension, in the
sense, that the formulation of the fundamental theory an be done in a lower dimension. Perhaps, as string theory
suggests, the fundamental theory an be formulated in the dimensions we are used to (in our ase three plus one
spaetime dimensions), as well as in the holographi dimensions (in our ase two plus one spaetime dimensions). In
this ase, one should also be able to nd a ditionary, or a map, between both formulations. This idea that one an
trade spaetime dimensions in a fundamental desription, leads one to speulate that, oneivably, spaetime itself
is not a so fundamental onept. Of ourse, if true, suh onsiderations are destined to enter into the philosophy
dominion and radially transform our notions of what spae and time are. Is the universe a hologram? Is there a
shadow universe in whih our bodies exist in a ompressed two dimensional form? The answer lies ahead.
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